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TaggedH1Predicting lung nodules malignancy TaggedEnd

Dear Editor,

TaggedPJacob, et al.1 in their original article “Predicting lung nod-

ules malignancy” established a prediction model that can be

used to assess the probability of malignancy in a Portuguese

population, thereby providing help for the diagnosis of lung

nodules. They also argue that their model can help decide

the need for a lung biopsy and, thus reduce useless invasive

techniques.1 TaggedEnd
TaggedPEvery year, hundreds of thousands of patients are diag-

nosed with incidentally detected pulmonary nodules, and

after lung cancer screening implementation, thousands more

will be identified. However, the ideal approach for assessing

pulmonary nodules is still vague, since most published guide-

lines2 do not clearly state which strategy is accompanied by

benefit outcomes, namely in surveillance, need for percuta-

neous/surgical biopsy or just clinical revaluation.TaggedEnd
TaggedPWith the emergence of new approaches such as uniportal

and non-intubated video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) as

well as exciting innovations in intra-operative imaging, VATS

not only remains a reliable management option for patients

with pulmonary nodules, but also an increasingly attractive

one as side effects from anaesthesia and surgical access

trauma are further minimized, and surgical accuracy

improved.3TaggedEnd
TaggedPNowadays, awake non-intubated uniportal VATS wedge

resection is one of the new frontiers in minimal invasive

management of patients with solitary lung nodule and

already a standard in the armamentarium of some Portu-

guese thoracic surgeons.3 The emergence of image guided

VATS, hybrid operating theatre and fluorescence thoraco-

scopy have all contributed to improved precision of VATS

lung resection, and are becoming important adjuncts to lung

sparing surgery when managing lung nodules diagnosis. TaggedEnd
TaggedPLocal anaesthesia awake procedures provide lower costs,

shorter hospital stay, shorter anaesthesia and operation

times compared to general anaesthesia patients. Other

advantages include increased ventilation, fewer respiratory

TaggedEndTaggedPcomplications, shorter recovery time and it is not traumatic

for the immune system which allows for faster recovery.4 TaggedEnd
TaggedPIn conclusion, there is much debate on the best manage-

ment of solitary pulmonary nodules. Even if they are mostly

benign, they may represent an early-stage lung cancer. Mini-

mally invasive surgical removal is probably the best

approach to this insidious disease and should help keep VATS

at the forefront of the diagnostic and therapeutic algorithm

of lung nodules. TaggedEnd
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